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			 A Message from the
SyteLine President
Hello SyteLine User Network Members…

President,
SyteLine User
Network

*** Please allow me to go off my planned
topic for a moment ***
Surprise! I am not 35,000 feet in the air. I am stuck at
the airport with a 3 ½ hour delay on my flight. The
flight has been delayed 5 times due to mechanical
issues. It is very frustrating as I am just trying to get
home. [Side note: my latest arrival time is 1:38 AM
tomorrow.] The interesting part of this ordeal is how
informed I am about this delay. Somewhere in some
data center for US Airways, my contact information
exists and I get an email and a phone call every time
they delay the flight even more.

Ken Kemp

the find out at the moment something goes wrong vs.
days or weeks later. The topic of automating customer
notifications may be something to add to your raining
day project list. Like we all need more of those.

Thinking about this, I realized that the
technology exists to automatically
update me – the customer –
about delays for services I
have paid for. This is pretty
awesome. This got me
thinking, if an airline
company can do this, we
as manufacturers should
be able to do this too.

Sorry everyone for the tangent. That’s what
happens when you are stuck in an
airport for hours and hours. Now
for my topic this edition.

“What do you
do to inform your
customer about
changes in their
order or payment
history?”

Think of this as a State of
the SUN Union address in
text form. I am entering
my second and final two
year term as SUN President.
During this term, I want to
focus more on this statement
“Networking Together To
Accomplish More.” To me, this is
what SUN is all about. We are a group of
users trying to comprehend a large piece of software
while also meeting the demands of our customers,
vendors, coworkers, executives and stock holders.

So the question becomes,
what do you do to notify your
customer about any changes to
their order, payment history or any other
information related to the customer? Is it a phone call,
email or something else?
Infor has many tools to allow us to create the notifications for our customers. Why are more of us not
using them? Some of these tools are included with our
existing licenses like the Event system, SQL Server and
others cost money like ION, or a CRM system. Many
customers do not like hearing bad news about their
orders. They are however much more forgiving when

This is not an easy task. We need to utilize each other
to help with solve some daily issues that we otherwise
do not have time to solve. My goal this term is to
provide SUN members with as many opportunities
to network together to share solutions and ideas.
I know you are thinking, how does he plan to do that.
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• The SUN website allows members to 		
search out other members in their area

Linked
In

• SUN LinkedIn groups with over 2700 		
members posting and answering 		
questions daily
• Local User Meetings
• SUN’s National Conference –
more on this later
• User Menu where we solicit user articles
about great things you have done
• SUN Booth at Inforum September 15-18
We are also working to expand the SUN board. This
expansion will allow us to broaden our reaches via
social media. We are working with other SyteLine
User communities from around the world to provide
access to global user communities. We are also
working on some other ideas but I can’t release
details yet.
We are also very open to hearing your ideas. Please
send me an email at president@sytelineusernetwork.
com. We would love to hear from you. Hopefully this
gives you an idea of how important I believe we as a
user group are to each other. I strongly believe and
will push very hard so that we are all “Networking
Together To Accomplish More.”
Lastly, I mentioned SUN’s national conference…
after much debate, we are going back to Nashville
in May 2015. We are already working on the session
list, vendors and a lot of other details.

Social

SUN

Media
Conference
We hear your comments
and are working to improve
-Nationalthe conference this years. Be sure to bookmark the
website – www.sytelineusernetwork.com – and check
User
all the latest information on all the happenings
of SUN.

Great question and I am glad you asked. As a SUN
member, you the ability to network with SyteLine users
from around the world through a variety of channels.

SyteLink offers Hosting & Disaster
Recovery Services supporting Infor
ERP Syteline, Microsoft Office,
Microsoft Exchange Email, and other
next-generation applications… all
at a predictable, flat monthly fee.
Looking for proactive, affordable
Managed Services? From routine
system maintenance to complete
IT outsourcing, let us turn your data
networks into a cost-effective, efficient
component of your business.
Call 714.460.1586 or email us at
info@sytelink.com for your free
consultation. For more information,
visit www.sytelink.com
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End-to-End Sales and
Use Tax Management in
Your ERP
– Avalara
Best-in-class companies understand that an Enterprise

An automated sales tax solution within your ERP provides

Resource Planning (ERP) system results in greater effi-

piece of mind to know that transactions are properly

ciencies throughout an organization. The centralization

tracked, mitigating the risk of an audit. To further

and automation of core functions means an easier way

protect your company from exposure and risk, integrat-

to monitor all aspects of the supply chain and lays a

ing exemption certificates and returns in the automation

strong framework for compliance with an array of regu-

process would fulfill end-to-end compliance needs.

lations.
The exemption certificate lifecycle is the recurring process
But even the most robust ERP systems don’t always

exemption certificates go through from their creation,

include an automated sales tax option, leaving back-

to their ongoing use in future transactions and audits,

office staff to manage the host of sales tax rate,

to their renewal when they expire or are classified as

rule, boundary, and taxability regulations
manually.
Without

invalid. The integration of the exemption
certificate lifecycle in your ERP is

an

automated

solution, calculating sales
tax within an ERP requires
manually entering the
city, county, and state
where your company is
required to collect sales tax,
as well as tracking rate, rules,
and boundaries changes as they

critical for minimizing non-taxed
“For a greater
transaction audit exposure,
increasing staff productivity
workflow process,
and improving the exempt
best-in-class
customer purchase experience.
organizations also
For a greater workflow
automate the return process,
best-in-class organizations also automate the return
process.”

happen. Additionally, address valida-

process. Pre-loaded calendars help to

tion is limited to ZIP codes and can result in

easily manage your remittance schedule and

collecting the wrong sales tax and remitting it to the

alleviate tracking of jurisdictional requirements. Making

wrong jurisdiction.

filing and remittance accurate which saves organizations
time, money, and resources.

Handling sales and use tax compliance manually expends
time, energy, and money on non-revenue generating

This holistic integration in your ERP platform provides

activities and simultaneously exposes your business to

best practices and highly efficient process flows for

unnecessary financial risk from an audit, undermining the

manufacturing, no matter how complex the supply chain

very efficiencies an ERP is intended to create.

can be.
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Continued on page 5

Learn more about Avalara’s suite of products for your ERP system …
Product Suite
AvaTax: The proven leader in sales tax decision
automation
• Precise rate determination
• Address validation
• Reporting
• Sourcing rules
• Product taxability
• Common add-ons

Returns: File accurately and on time, every time
• Notice management
• Reduced penalty & interest exposure
• Single source of payment
• Records retention compliance
• Automated scalable filing
• Stress-free returns processing
Additional Options
• Global calculation
• Consumer use
• Streamlined sales tax (SST)

CertCapture: Manage your exemption certificates
in the cloud
• Renewal management
• Collection wizard
• Storage/retrieval
• Certificate request

Nesting
Software

SyteLine

Sales tax
changes.

Remnant
Management

Dimensional
Inventory

Don’t risk it.
Automate it.
1-855-562-6870
www.avalara.com
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For Online Product Demonstrations
go to www.lakeco.com/SUN
SyteLine Doc-Trak
Document Automation for SyteLine

“Doc-Trak has allowed us to save large amounts of time
consolidating documents. With that time saved, the software
has easily paid for itself.”
Luke — Preferred Sands Holding Co., LLC

SyteLine Shop-Trak
Labor Collection & Shop Floor Execution for SyteLine

“We use Labr-Trak (now Shop-Trak) to capture job data and
it is fantastic. Having the ability to report job efficiency is
awesome.”
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT FOR SYTELINE

Brad — Maron Products Inc.

Enterprise Analytics
Business Analytics for SyteLine

“Our business metrics are no longer printed and posted. They
are displayed on monitors as living, breathing graphics that
update continually with Enterprise Analytics.”
Bill — Gordon Aluminum Industries, Inc.

Contact The Lake Companies, Inc. at
920.406.3030 or email us at info@lakeco.com to learn more.
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powered by

Reflections from
			 an End User
– Joseph Sherman

Methods Machine Tools, Inc.		

One of the most useful features of SyteLine is the ability to
add notes to almost any record in the system. The notes
can be a simple text note or a file attachment. These text
notes are pretty straight forward and easy to handle. A
user enters a note SyteLine stores the text in the application
database and maintains a link to the record. File attachment
notes, however, can be somewhat more difficult to handle.
To properly implement them users must be taught to store
the files in a location that everyone, who needs the files,
can easily access them. Not only do you have accessibility
concerns but organizational concerns arise as well. Unless
you are alright with having a folder out in your network
somewhere that is just a jumble of random file that your
users have attached then a well thought out folder structure
and possibly even a naming
convention must also be
put into place. Having
such policies will do you
no good unless you teach
your user community these
policies and they adhere to
them.

Using Doc-Trak with SharePoint can reduce your
end-user training to a matter of minutes. With the combination of Virtual Rules and Document Saving Rules
to help users attach files not generated by SyteLine,
Form Output Profiles to help archive files created by
SyteLine, and a single Document Library in SharePoint
to store the files managing files attachments becomes
quick and simple. With SharePoint’s ability to search
within contents of files for which it has an iFilter loaded,
searching for important information is easier than ever.

The SharePoint Document Library
A SharePoint Document Library is essentially the same
thing as a network folder however it offers features
above and beyond that of a simple shared folder.
Document Libraries can be version tracked. They can
also have properties defined on them that are able to
be filled out for each file stored in them, these properties can either be required or optional, they can be a
username, a number, a text field, or a lookup to other
SharePoint data.

To help solve these
problems Infor and
The Lake Company has
brought to us Doc-Trak.
Doc-Trak, when setup
and used properly can
alleviate most of the pains
both administrators and
users go through dealing
with record attachments.
The most recent editions
of Doc-Trak include
the ability to write to
Microsoft
SharePoint
Figure 1 allowing
companies
to
Sample folder layout
take advantage of many
of the great time-saving
features SharePoint provides. It can even set values in
SharePoint properties!

Creating a single Document Library that everyone can
access is easy. Adding a few properties such as Type
(to denote the type of attachment the file is e.g. CO
Invoice, Customer PO, Item CAD Drawing, etc..), and
Record Number (to denote the primary key of the record
you are attaching the file to) will allow for easier organization and searching for files later. Making a view that
groups by the Type property can quickly organize the
layout of the files without the end-user needing to dive
through a bunch of folders and hoping they are putting
the file in the right one.
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Continued on page 9

Figure 2 Sample
Document
Library
View

Doc-Trak Virtual Rules

Doc-Trak Form Output Profiles

Virtual Rules can be created in Doc-Trak to search a
SharePoint library for files and automatically attach them
to records in SyteLine based on values either in the URL
or filename. This does however take a little more upfront
work to set it up due to the fact that a SQL stored
procedure must be created but thankfully they give a
sample on in the Doc-Trak documentation.

Form Output Profiles will allow you to store copies of
many reports printed from SyteLine. The profile can be
setup to archive a copy of the report in SharePoint and,
just like in the Document Saving Rules, it can be setup
to fill-in SharePoint properties. Doing this can give you
a snapshot view of the report over the life cycle of an
Estimate, Customer Order, Service Order and much
more.

Doc-Trak Document Saving Rules
Document Saving Rules are used to allow an end-user to
process a file through Doc-Trak following the rules the
company has defined and store it and name where and
how the rule defines. In the case of a SharePoint rule
you can also have it fill-in SharePoint properties based
on values in SyteLine. These files can be a file on the
user’s computer already or something new they want to
scan in. Doc-Trak integrates into any TWAIN compatible
scanner. Setting up the rule to fill-in the Type and Record
Number fields discussed above make that task quick and
easy.

Using Doc-Trak with SharePoint is a great way to handle
file attachments in SyteLine. In this web-centric world
the user-friendly interface of SharePoint allows for much
easier searching and organization of your files. Setting
it up doesn’t take too many resources and I think the
benefits far out-weight the potential drawbacks.
Methods Machine Tools, Inc. is North America’s foremost
supplier of leading-edge precision machine tools and solutions
– providing superior products, engineering and automation,
parts and service for over 55 years.
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Don’t Get Caught Short
with Item Shortages!
– Darren Kennedy
Many years ago, in what seems like an eternity, I was part
of the SUN Board of Directors. During this time, I remember
different end users at different times asking about inventory
shortages, and how Syteline did not actually have a “One
Stop Shop” that identified item shortages, and when they
would or could possibly occur, in a single report. A few
versions of Syteline later, we are still at the same problem.
I was recently at the SUN Conference in Vegas this spring,
and still heard the same complaint with Syteline 8 and 9.
There is no single shortage report in the system. Users have
to run multiple reports, output to Excel, and maybe “meld”
something together, which is very time consuming. So, I
saw a need. And created a solution…
Thus the Item Shortage Report for Syteline was created
to give end users a report that would specifically identify
shortages when dealing with requirements and
replenishments for an item. Think about
how Planners and Schedulers work
throughout their day. They try
to create a stable plan for the
shop floor – knowing that
at any time, other variables
such as Sales trying to
wedge a new order that’s
due in 2 weeks, can occur,
and throw that good plan
you just created this morning
– into some form of chaos! Can
you do it? Will you be short on
items if you allow for the new plan?

Young American Consulting Group

replenishments) - in due date order.
IF the item’s on-hand qty drops below zero at any time,
there is a column that says “Shortage”. IF the item’s
on-hand qty is above zero on the last line of item,
that column would display “Surplus”. This is helpful in
today’s Lean Manufacturing environment. It would show
a Production Planner a surplus, enabling you to remove a
possible surplus of inventory in the future.
This was the initial report “format”. It quickly became
apparent that the report would also be useful in various
other formats. End user clients and companies were asking
for updates in the report configuration. So the following
options were added:
• The report could now be setup as a custom Dataview.
• The report could be adapted to run a
range (or single) Job, instead of Items.
The report would then look at a
Job, or Job range, and show all
the potential item shortages
for the Job Materials of that
Job, and all the Job Materials
for the subjobs required in
the parent BOM.

“For a greater
workflow process,
best-in-class
organizations also
• The report could be run in
Crystal (for earlier versions of
automate the return Syteline),
direct to Excel or SSRS.
process.”
• The report could be run for a range

The report “pinpoints” these items, and when
they would be short, in a “transactional format”. The end
user enters an item range from a custom form, and a “Start
and End Date Fence” - meaning do not look before or past
these 2 dates in time. Note that if one or both date fields
are left blank that the report will not look at this specific
date parameter.
The report then shows, in due date order, all the requirements and replenishments for that item (a tie in dates would
go to replenishment), starting with its current on-hand
quantity, then moving through all the requirements /

of items -OR- a range of Jobs -OR- a
range of Customer Order numbers.
The report has evolved to become tailored to the end users
needs, knowing that one company running an Assembly
Line style of shop floor on Syteline 7 will differ from the
Job Shop running Syteline 8 or 9.
If you are interested in getting more information on the
Item Shortage Report, I would be happy to share whitepapers, documentation, and a demo on the subject. Look for
YACG to schedule a webinar as well in the coming months.
Contact me via email at: darren@yaconsulting.us
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What you can look forward
to at Inforum 2014
Join us in New Orleans Sept 15-18 to see Infor
SyteLine in action—in The Hub, industry and productspecific sessions, demos, customer stories, and
more. Inforum 2014 is your chance to experience how
Infor’s innovative, beautiful business applications are
transforming the way people work.

The SyteLine track at Inforum will include more than
100 education sessions specifically designed for
SyteLine users. We’ll dive deep into hot topics,
technological advances, the SyteLine roadmap,
and how Infor’s best-in-class solutions can drive
operational efficiency for specific areas of your
organization.

Highlights will include

Industry sessions:
Automotive, Printing
& Packaging, Injection
Molding, and more

Technology sessions:
Infor Ming.le™, ION,
Mongoose, SoHo User
Experience

SyteLine Best Practices:
Advanced Planning and
Scheduling, Reporting,
Analytics

Extended SyteLine solutions:
Configuration, Service,
Mobility, salesforce.com, MES

Register at www.inforum2014.com today.
SEPTEMBER 15–18 • NEW ORLEANS
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2015 SUN Conference
Date & Location
				 Announced!
We are excited to announce that May 6-8th, 2015
we will be networking together at the Sheraton
Music City Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee.
The hotel rate will be $159.00/night. We are
working on new sessions and exciting changes to
make this a great and exciting SUN Conference.
More details will be released soon.

Many of you have been asking when the next SUN
Conference will be. Well, you do not have to wait any
longer!

Registration will be open on our website toward
the end of 2014. Be sure to check out our website
www.sytelineusernetwork.com for the latest
information. Hope to see you all there.

Enhancing the Membership Process
As we work to enhance the SUN Membership renewal process
we ask that you log into your account and update all of your
information. This is for everyone that has a SUN account login
not just full account admins. Many users do not have complete
information under their log in regarding company name,
address, zip codes, etc...
Please log in via www.sytelineusernetwork.com. Go to
“Members Home” and then “Members Profile.” Underneath
your name there is an edit button. Scroll over this button and
you will see three options. Select update your profile. Please
make sure all fields are filled in.
		Thank you!
		
Tammy Counts (TJ)
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SyteLine
User Network
Board of Directors
President
Ken Kemp

SyteLine is

Brentwood Industries
(610) 236-1127
president@sytelineusernetwork.com

The SyteLine User Network page on

Vice President
Bruce Carter

LinkedIn now has subgroups for SyteLine

Harper International

Meetings/Conferences/Events, and now

716-430-3113
vice-president@sytelineusernetwork.com

SyteLine Configurator.

SQL Discussions, SyteLine Progress,

Make sure to join a subgroup to have a

Secretary/Treasurer
Vendor Liaison
TJ (Tammy) Counts

more specific discussion area.
Learn more at

CE Machine Co., Inc.

www.sytelineusernetwork.com

(316) 942-0411
treasurer@sytelineusernetwork.com

Change of Address: Old Address

New Address

Name

Name

____________________________________

____________________________________

Company ____________________________________

Company ____________________________________

Address

____________________________________

Address

____________________________________

City

____________________________________

City

____________________________________

State

______________

State

______________

Phone

(

) ___________________________

Phone

(

) ___________________________

Fax

(

) ___________________________

Fax

(

) ___________________________

Email

____________________________________

Email

____________________________________

Zip ________________

Zip ________________

SEND TO: SUN Treasurer • PMP #10085 • 300 International Drive, Williamsville, NY 14221
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Orders
Add
Order
PO1993

Edit/View
Customer

Contact

Address

Smithco

James Martin

45 Main Street West

Widgetco

Phil Greyson

124 South Highway 11

John Jones

74 Killbride Avenue, Unit 230

PO1994
PO1995

Johnson Parts

PO1996

ISL

Shelly Dyson

PO1997

ISL

Shelly Dyson

PO1998

Drake Formula

David Chang

PO1999

PFN Industries

Karen Smith

89 Queen Street East

PO2000

Jarvis Parts

Don Gleason

675 Carlisle Crescent, Unit 34

PO2001

Jarvis Parts

Don Gleason

675 Carlisle Crescent, Unit 34

11 Kennilworth Avenue, Unit 2
11 Kennilworth Avenue, Unit 2
2454 Tragina Street

Warehouse

The Complete Solution

End-to-End Mobile Barcode Data Collection for SyteLine
Nutech’s dcGLU for SyteLine has been the leading data collection solution for SyteLine for over a decade. Nutech has now taken barcode
data collection to the next level with the release of a new data collection suite for SyteLine. Let us introduce you to ViewpointWarehouse for
SyteLine. ViewpointWarehouse is a state-of-the-art barcode data collection suite created speciﬁcally for SyteLine using browser-based .NET
technologies. ViewpointWarehouse is more than just scanning. It lets you truly improve warehouse accuracy and performance.
It’s All There
ViewpointWarehouse for SyteLine provides a full suite of barcode transactions for inventory, job reporting and time and
attendance. ViewpointWarehouse works with any brand of device, and interfaces with all versions of SyteLine with or without
the SyteLine DC poster. ViewpointWarehouse can be installed locally at your facilities or executed as a service from the
cloud. And with ViewpointMobile, SyteLine data collection can be taken outside the four walls, out into the ﬁeld.
Do More
ViewpointWarehouse provides functionality that compliments SyteLine, and functionality that goes beyond “just scan”
barcode systems. ViewpointWarehouse’s powerful license plating saves scan strokes and provides a new level of
traceability to truly improve inventory accuracy. And the Viewpoint Engine gives you the tools to monitor and report
on performance.
Learn why ViewpointWarehouse for SyteLine is the Complete Solution
800-830-8058
www.nutechsystems.com/syteline
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